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OFFICE OF THE SRA SCIENCE CAUCUS LEADER 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Dear Science Students, 
 
We are incredibly grateful to all of you for believing in our ideas and us as individuals - thank 
you infinitely for electing us to represent you. Amongst the six of us, we hope to bring a variety 
of ideas, experience and perspective to the Student Representative Assembly (SRA) this year to 
help enhance the student experience here at McMaster University. 
 
As a collective this year, we hope to focus on 4 inaugural themes including academics, student 
outreach, increasing diversity in governance and working effectively with the McMaster Science 
Society (MSS). Through efforts like advocating for accessible blended learning, a more teaching 
focused faculty, and more inquiry based courses we hope to help science students get more out 
of their education here at McMaster by making it more enjoyable. We also hope to improve our 
social media presence this year by addressing the different student issues within the faculty and 
reaching out for feedback from students through our partnership with the MSS. Finally, the six 
of us are incredibly excited to partner with the McMaster Science Society on some flagship 
projects this year to bring science students an incredible academic year! 
 
Below, we have created a detailed year plan for you all to see what we hope to accomplish this 
year. However, this is just a snapshot of our vision. If you have any questions, ideas, or 
contributions, we are here to listen and can be reached via email. 
 
Preethi Anbalagan - anbalap@mcmaster.ca 
Gilbert Kobina Baiden (Caucus Leader) - srasci@msu.mcmaster.ca 
Megan Hsu - hsumsw@mcmaster.ca 
Aquino Inigo - inigoa@mcmaster.ca 
Ryan Threndyle - threndre@mcmaster.ca 
Katie Pita - pitakn@mcmaster.ca 
 
Warmest regards, 
 
Kobina Baiden  
SRA Science Caucus Leader (2016-2017)  
 

mailto:srasci@msu.mcmaster.ca
mailto:srasci@msu.mcmaster.ca
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GOALS 
 

Objective 1 Advocating for Inquiry-based Education 
Description Inquiry-based education provide students the opportunity to 

be active learners. These are fundamental courses within 
faculties and programs such as, Health Sciences, Arts & 
Science, Integrated Science etc have provided a platform for 
students to be engaged with peers, ask good questions and 
self-evaluate. Supporting the enrolment of Science students 
within inquiry courses offered across faculties and/or 
developing more inquiry-based courses within the faculty of 
Science would be extremely valuable to our constituents.  

Benefits Courses that are inquiry-based allow students to be 
transcendental in current/potential interests. Not to mention, a 
cross-faculty inquiry education takes an inter- and 
transdisciplinary lens to approaching real-life problems, 
nurturing intellectual and social innovation, enabling students 
to achieve a common specific goal. 

Difficulties Implementation may extend beyond our time as SRA 
members. Limitations also include restricted access to inquiry 
courses from other faculties. As well, developing inquiry 
courses are difficult and require faculty involvement and 
resources allocated towards the planning.  

Long-term 
implications  

Students are primed to engage with peers in conflict 
resolution, problem-based learning and using an 
interdisciplinary approach to learning. These are transferrable 
workplace and experiential skills that students can use to be 
successful in their pursuits.  

How? Crafting a proposal of what the goal is, what the impacts are, 
what the student feedback is like, why it’s important, etc. With 
an overall comprehensive report, the next action item would 
be to engage in dialogue/discourse with the appropriate 
faculty members who have autonomy in lobbying for and 
implementing this platform (i.e. faculty administration). 

Partners Faculty of Science 
McMaster Institute for Excellence in Teaching & Learning 
Macademics Coordinator, Rohoma Zakir 
MSU VP Education, Blake Oliver   
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Objective 2 Advocating for Blended Learning 
Description We want to assess blended learning, gather student feedback and 

advocate for the implementation of a blended learning model that 
best addresses student needs and is the most effective way for 
students to learn and perform well in their courses. 

Benefits Through a more accessible blended learning model, we can 
effectively use this form of pedagogy to enhance the learning 
experience at McMaster in a way that all students can benefit 
from. There are research studies on the benefits of blended 
learning and we would like to ensure that these benefits 
come through in the science courses that are providing 
blended learning. 

Difficulties Student engagement is always a difficulty with receiving 
feedback. Especially since students are feeling pessimistic 
about their ability to shape academics at McMaster, this is 
especially challenging. We will collaborate with the MSS for 
promotions and gather feedback through a forum as well as 
an online survey for those who are unable to attend. Once 
the feedback is collected the difficulty will be to advocate to 
university professors to ensure that students are able to 
shape their classroom experience. 

Long-term 
implications  

Through the blended learning model, students are able to 
benefit from the flexibility of learning when they are most 
comfortable and at their own pace. Students are also given 
the opportunity to learn real world applications for the 
content that they learn in the classroom. By engaging 
student feedback and research in our advocacy work, we 
hope to provide students with an improved experience in the 
blended learning classroom where they are able to grasp 
concepts better and truly take advantage of what the 
blended learning model has to offer. 

How? We plan to work the MSS and MSU Macademics to gather 
student input and create a report as to how blended learning 
should be implemented in a classroom. This report will be 
based on the student feedback as well as research. 

Partners MSS VP Academic - Mona Khalid 
MSU Macademics - Rohoma Zakir 
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Objective 3 Advocating for Teaching-focused Education 
Description Across all professors, there are a few who are specially 

designated as teaching faculty. These individuals, such as 
Todd Alway and David Brock, spend huge amounts of time 
educating students and creating an engaging classroom 
experience. However, since 2006 the number of individuals in 
these positions has been capped at 51 specifically, 15 for the 
Faculty of Science. 

Benefits When professors show an interest and passion for pedagogy 
within the classroom students are shown to be more 
receptive and not only perform well in class but also attend 
more classes. 

Difficulties Advocating to the McMaster University Faculty Association 
to raise the cap on the amount of teaching professors that 
are hired. 

Long-term 
implications  

This will help improve the student experience overall by 
allowing students to be excited about going to lectures and 
learning for professors who are passionate about pedagogy. 

How? Support the Provost in working with the McMaster University 
Faculty Association to see an increase in teaching stream 
appointments at the university. Although the Provost has 
already outlined a recommendation for an increase of 15%, 
having student input to back the recommendation will be 
powerful. We will garner support for this from the students 
through surveys and possible roundtable discussions. We will 
also hopefully work alongside our VP Ed, and Macademics to 
formally outline a recommendation from the students. 

Partners University’s Provost 
Dean of Science,  
Academic Affairs Council 
Vice President Education, Blake Oliver 

 
 

Objective 4 Advocating for Podcasted Courses 
Description Studies done at McMaster University have shown that 

podcasts are beneficial and have a positive impact on 
students and faculty. When classes offer this resource, 
students see significantly improved grades and lower rates of 
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failure. Beyond this, more than 81% of students who identified 
as having an academic accommodation had stated that they 
benefited from podcasts. 

Benefits Student will be able to access lecture content at any time 
during the year and not just when a lecture is missed so they 
will have an extra resource in studying for their exams. The 
study showed that many students agree to have improved 
their overall understanding of the course material due to 
podcasted courses. 

Difficulties Working with the professors who disagree with podcasting 
their lecture material. 

Long-term 
implications  

Students who work jobs or are sick for an extended period of 
time or have any sort of limitation that causes them to miss a 
lecture will have more accessibility in the classroom and a 
chance at a better education experience overall. 

How? Currently, all of our largest lecture halls already have the 
ability to podcast lectures. The university already has 
software in place that can automatically capture, upload, and 
catalogue podcasts. The only work required of professors is 
that they share a link to the automatically generated 
catalogue. Given this reality, we want to work with faculty 
members to see more podcasts in large lectures. We will be 
creating a database of all the major lecture halls and the 
courses that are conducted in them. Emailing the professors 
about whether those courses will be podcasted will get us a 
clear picture and a quantitative argument on how many 
courses are podcasted. Using this data will proceed to lobby 
for all courses being podcasted and start conversations with 
professors showing them that students would highly benefit 
from this resource.  

Partners Science Professors, Dean of Science, MSS  

 
 

Objective 5 Advocating for Program on Degree  
Description All science students for the most part graduate McMaster 

with a Bachelors of Science degree regardless of what 
specialization you are in. Many students in specialized 
programs are passionate about their area of study within the 
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Faculty and would like their specialization to appear on their 
degree. 

Benefits A sense of pride for students on having their degree that 
they have worked hard for reflect their studies. Some 
students who identify more with their specialization more 
than their faculty (e.g. A PNB student in Soc Sci) will be 
happy about the degree they have strived for.  

Difficulties Advocating to the faculty and the registrar’s office. 
Long-term 
implications  

A better satisfaction rate for McMaster alumni about their 
degree. 

How? Using the over 800 positive responses from the survey sent 
out to discuss the next steps with the VP Education Blake 
and the rest of the academic affairs council. Provide possible 
outlines for degrees to the office. 

Partners Vice President Education, Blake Oliver 
MSS VP Academic, Mona Khalid 
Academic Affairs Council 
Senate 

 
 

Objective 6 Supporting Diversity/Representation in Governance  
Description There are a range of barriers that students face in getting 

involved, particularly with governing bodies. This platform is 
to help identify the barriers and how we can help to alleviate 
them.  

Benefits As a governing body ourselves, engaging in dialogue and 
discourse pertaining to these barriers sets a direction and 
opens the gate of communication and a multitude of 
perspectives from students within the faculty of science.  

Difficulties Student outreach, pigeonholing of identities, ensuring that 
parties don’t limit the focus to strictly barriers faced by 
female but encapsulating barriers faced by all marginalized 
groups.  

Long-term 
implications  

Exploring the relationship between student diversity, campus 
climate and our governing composition will be a step 
towards supporting inclusivity within the larger McMaster 
Community.  

How? Assist MSU Wants You Working in project implementation 
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and/or research, encourage MSU members to be part of the 
conversation and expand our outreach to getting students 
involved and aware of electoral processes.  

Partners MSU Want You Working, Chair 
Board of Directors 
Chief Returning Officer, Helen Zheng 
Deputy Returning Officer, Kritika Seth 
Elections Committee 
Faculty Societies 

 
 

Objective 7 SRA Science Newsletter 
Description It’s important that student care and know what is going on in 

the governance side of Science. The SRA Science Newsletter 
would be featured on issuu and be a one page newsletter 
with eye catching designs to keep students informed and 
updated as to what the caucus is working on and informing 
them of when the next meeting is as well as the issues being 
discussed  

Benefits Transparency with platforms and progress on them as well as 
keeping students informed as to what is going on within the 
governance side of the MSU and promote attendance at SRA 
meetings  

Difficulties Deciding what to put in the newsletter and how much 
information should be in it. 

Long-term 
implications  

Students will have a more accessible way of staying in touch 
with the SRA and what is going on with the caucus. 

How? Work with the MSS to create the design and work on the 
content for the document with the caucus each month.  

Partners MSS VP Communications Team,  
MSU Communications Officer 

 
 

Objective 8 Online Outreach 
Description We want to be able to reach out to students as opposed to 

them having to come to us as their representatives. Social 
Media, Webpages, Open Meetings, and Focus Groups provide 
a more accessible way for us to reach out and communicate 
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with our constituents. Online presence through SRA and MSS 
webpages.  

Benefits Students will feel more comfortable with the SRA and MSU 
overall 

Difficulties Working with the MSS and booking rooms for focus groups 
and meetings.  

Long-term 
implications  

Hopefully the barrier of SRA to students will be broken and 
they will feel a lot more comfortable reaching out to their 
SRA members when they need to. 

How? Facebook: We hope to reach about 2000 facebook likes by 
the end of the year. We will be using facebook as our avenue 
to post all of our Newsletters, information about the Caucus 
and its members, and run our Representation in governance 
campaign.  

Twitter: We want to post short videos on twitter that recap 
our SRA assembly meeting for students in a way to keep 
them informed and entertained  

Instagram: We will be using twitter to introduce students to 
the caucus members and the BOD while also using it as a 
way to promote our representation in governance platform 
point  

MSS Webpage: The SRA page on the new MSS website will 
feature all 6 members of the caucus and have a copy of the 
caucus year plan on display as well as all our contact 
information and our newsletters. It will explain what student 
governance in science is all about and how students can get 
involved as well as have our meeting times available.  

Focus Groups: During any of our campaigns or feedback 
sessions we want students to be able to come out and talk to 
us. FOcus groups are a great way for us to hear student 
voices and for them to see our faces as well.  

Open Meetings: SRA Science meetings will be open to any 
and all science student who are interested in getting involved 
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with the governance  

MSU Webpage: Posting our meeting time and linking the 
students to all of our social media accounts while also 
posting our platform document. The MSU webpage will be 
our central hub of information for students  

Partners McMaster Science Society, SRA Science 

 
Long-term planning 

 
 

Below is an example of something that you could plan for longer than one 
year. This is quite a simple example, but you can choose to use this for 
simple tasks (such as increasing Facebook likes) or for broader visions 

(planning a multi-school conference for example)  
 

Overarching 
Vision (what 
is the 
ultimate 
goal?) 

Improving the quality of student life through education, 
academics, and outreach while empowering students to 
take on leadership roles within governance. 

Description ● Inquiry courses, program on degree, teaching focused faculty, 
blended learning, podcasts, representation in governance, 
SRA Newsletter 

Benefits ● Better educational experience overall for science students  
● With an enhanced student experience, future alumni will have 

more of a reason to give back to the university through 
funding. 

Year 1  ● Create a basis/groundwork for future members to work off of  
● Advocate to appropriate officials  
● Continuation of SRA Science newsletter with templates from 

previous years  
● Make recommendations for representation in governance  

Year 2  ● Implementation of newly branded online learning  
● Continuation of Newsletter and Governance Representation 

campaign 
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Year 3  ● Implementation of new science based inquiry courses 
● Continuation of Newsletter and Governance Representation 

campaign 

Partners Rob Baker - Dean of Science 
Blake Oliver - VP Education 
Meg Hsu - University Affairs Commissioner  
Patricia Kousoulas - McMaster Science Society President 

GOALS to strive for 
 

List 5 things that you would like to have prepared for the beginning of 
September 

● The MSU Welcome Package  
● SRA Newsletter 
● Updates to our information pages on the MSU and MSS websites 
● Groundwork/information for inquiry based courses 
● Personal year plan  

 
List 5 things you would like to have completed during the fall term (1st) 

● Report for inquiry courses 
● Successful event emphasizing the importance of diversity in 

governance  
● Outreach event for science students  
● 1500 facebook likes  
● Begin discussions with Dean on all academic related platform points 

 
List 5 things you would like to have completed during the winter term 
(2nd) 

● Increase in diversity representation in MSU elections 
● Continue and come to an agreement with the dean where academic 

platform points are concerned 
● 2000 facebook likes 
● See if we can get program on degree for class of 2017 graduates 
● Increase the number of teaching focused positions 

 
 

Master Summary 
(calendar and checklist) 

 
May ● Establish expectations for the Caucus and how we will work 
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together 
● Discuss and critique each others platforms 

June ● Gather information for inquiry courses  
● Discuss SRA meeting topics prior and after meetings  

July ● Meet with the MSS to discuss working relationship for the 
year 

● Begin discussions regarding online presence 

August ● Complete all personal year plans, discuss Social Media year 
plans 

● Establish a set meeting time for term 1 

September ● Have weekly open caucus meetings, attend MSS GA 
● Promote and begin SRA Science Committee, release first 

newsletter 

October ● Increase instagram and twitter followers  
● Attend Dean meetings with the MSS as a caucus 

November ● Hold first focus group for feedback 
● Work on social media strategies to outreach and engage 

students 
December ● Reflect on the term and establish which projects still need to 

be finished for term 2 
● Reach 1500 likes on SRA Science facebook page 

January ● Host an event for diversity based on presidentials before 
election season 

● Revisit getting more professors to podcast their term 2 
courses 

February ● Assist UA in the creation of a blended learning policy  
● Host SRA focus group for feedback 

March ● Increase number of diversity in SRA elections  
● Transition new SRA members into the caucus  

April ● Have a transition meeting with the new Caucus Leader about 
projects to continue and share best practices  
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● Reach 2000 likes on SRA Science facebook page  
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